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Localized period-doubling waves arise in circularly shaken granular beds contained in an annular
channel. These solitary wave packets are accompanied by a locally increased particle density. The width
and velocity of the granular wave pulse are measured as a function of the bed height. A continuum model
for the material distribution, based on the measured granular transport velocity as a function of the bed
thickness, captures the essence of the experimental findings.
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La Ola, the Mexican wave [1] serves as a good illustration for solitary waves in an annular system. On a smaller
scale, the confined state in binary mixture convection [2]
and ‘‘worms’’ in electroconvection [3] are prime examples
of solitary waves in dissipative systems, featuring moving
pulses of traveling waves. Moreover, periodically driven
systems are known to exhibit highly localized stationary
structures, coined oscillons [4], or propagating solitary
waves with the periodicity of the driving [5]. Here we
present drifting localized pulses that envelop parametrically driven, subharmonic, standing waves. They arise in a
circularly vibrated granular bed.
The granular material was contained in a 2 cm wide and
7 cm high annular channel with radius R  22:5 cm and
circumference L  141 cm. The side walls were made of
transparent Plexiglas mounted on a stainless steel floor.
The vertical component of the container oscillation was
zt  Av sin2ft with an amplitude Av of 2.06 mm at a
frequency f of 26.0 Hz. Additionally, the ring performed
an angular oscillation t  Ah =R sin2ft  =2 at
the same frequency around its axis of symmetry. The
horizontal oscillation amplitude in the center of the channel Ah was 1.87 mm. Accordingly, every point of the
channel floor followed approximately a circular trajectory
in a plane tangent to the ring. A more detailed description
of the experimental setup and the driving mechanism is
given in Refs. [6,7].
We use spherical basalt glass beads (density: 3:0 g=cm3 )
with diameter d  1:18  0:03 mm. The amount of material in the container is given by the number of particle
layers H0 that form when the material is evenly distributed
around the ring and the particles are close packed. A
densely packed monolayer consists of 21 500 particles. In
the experiments H0 was varied in steps of 0.5.
The granular system was observed from the top via a
conical mirror placed in the center of the ring. Thus a side
view of the whole channel was captured with a single highspeed digital camera (resolution: 1280  1024 pixels at
500 frames per second). For stroboscopic recordings the
0031-9007=06=97(19)=198001(4)

camera is triggered externally. Image processing delivers
360 panoramic side views of the granular profile in the
channel.
For H0  8:5 or H0 15:5 the uniform material distribution is stable. In both cases manually generated heaps
and holes decay within seconds. Shallow beds (H0  8:5)
are flat and oscillate at the forcing frequency. Deep beds
(H0 15:5) exhibit subharmonic waves with constant envelope throughout the whole channel [8]. Within the intermediate regime, 8:5 < H0 < 15:5, the uniform material
distribution is unstable for H0 < 12:0, decaying spontaneously into regions of decreased bed thickness that are flat
and oscillate at the forcing frequency and regions of increased bed thickness where standing waves are present.
After a coarsening process of about 1 min regions of
increased bed thickness have merged into a single pulse
of subharmonic waves (see Fig. 1). Bistability of the
uniform material distribution and the pulse state is ob-

FIG. 1. Panoramic snapshots through the inner sidewall of the
channel. Time increases from top to bottom in steps of half a
forcing period. For clarity, the images are stretched vertically by
a factor of 3.5. H0  12:0.
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served for 12:0  H0 < 15:5. In this range either extended
or localized waves are observed. To check whether the
pulse is also present under pure vertical forcing the horizontal oscillation component was turned off by changing
the machine settings. In consequence, uneven material
distributions became unstable and particle diffusion led
to an equal bed thickness in the whole container.
In order to elucidate the spatiotemporal dynamics of the
bed undulations we plot the gap width between the container floor and the layer bottom in gray scale as a function
of azimuth angle and time. The side views are divided into
1024 vertical stripes ranging from the bottom of the container to the middle of the bed. The mean brightness of
each stripe is then taken as a measure of the local gap
width.
Figure 2 depicts the gap width for the situation of Fig. 1:
Outside the pulse the gap width is constant in space and the
layer detaches from the floor every forcing cycle. Within
the pulse the layer is undulated and the oscillation frequency is half the forcing frequency. Both the wave pattern
and the pulse drift to the left, yet at a different velocity, the
pulse being about 2 times faster than the waves. This
implies that new waves are constantly created at the leading front of the pulse whereas the last wave in the pulse is
shrinking. As soon as the last wave falls below a critical
size it detaches from the pulse, slows down, and even
reverses its direction of movement until it dissolves
completely.
To separate the slow dynamics of the pulse envelope
from the rapid oscillations of the substructure one image
per forcing cycle was recorded at a fixed phase. Since the

FIG. 2. Width of the gap between the container floor and the
layer bottom as a function of azimuth angle ’ and time, coded in
gray scale. The brightest regions correspond to a gap width of
approximately 10d.
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period doubling is not of interest here we average two
successive images. A measure for the bed extension, as
depicted in Fig. 3(b), was obtained by a technique similar
to the one used to extract the gap width. The major difference was that here we calculated the mean brightness of
vertical stripes that cover the whole image instead of only
the lower part. The space-time plot shows a pulse with
constant length and velocity performing several revolutions in the annular container. Positions of leading and
trailing fronts are determined by largest gradients. The
pulse velocity is determined by fitting straight lines
through the detected positions.
To shed light on the mechanism behind the phenomenon
of localized pattern formation, we determined the transport
velocity vt H0 , defined for steady states with uniform
material distribution as the particle velocity along the
channel averaged over all particles and many forcing
cycles. In fact we measured the time that a large (d 
1 cm) wooden tracer particle needed to travel a certain
distance. By visual inspection we conclude that the mean
tracer velocity is representative for the transport velocity.
This is also corroborated by experiments in a linear channel where the transport velocity, determined by simultaneous measurement of the mass flow and the total amount
of material in the trough, was compared to the velocity of
tracer particles [9]. The tracer particle is subject to
Brownian motion with a diffusion constant of about
1 cm2 =s. This value was extracted from the deviations
from the mean time the particle needs to perform one
revolution in the annular channel. Total observation times
exceeded 200 s in order to keep the error for the transport
velocity below 0:1 cm=s.
In region I of Fig. 4 the transport velocity is positive (in
the direction of increasing angle ’) and grows linearly with
H0 . The uniform material distribution is unstable in
region II, preventing the determination of the transport

FIG. 3. Traveling pulse observed at H0  10:5. (a) Local bed
height in the steady state as obtained from the model.
(b) Measured vertical bed extension as a function of azimuth
angle ’ and time, coded in gray scale. The darker the thicker is
the bed. Broken lines indicate linear fits to the front positions.
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the granulate attains the velocity vt H by an exponential
relaxation process with a time constant . To avoid numerical artifacts connected with kinks we assume vt H to
be a smooth function and approximate the experimental
transport velocity data by a polynomial (see Fig. 4). The
analogue of the viscosity  is assumed to be constant.
Equation (2) then becomes
@v
@t

FIG. 4. Transport velocity vt of the granular material as a
function of the number of particle layers H0 . The curve represents a 9th order polynomial fit used in the model.

velocity in this range. In regions III and IV the transport
velocity decreases, becomes even negative, and finally
attains a constant value. In the latter regions subharmonic
waves are present that drift with the same velocity as the
tracer particle. The different transport behavior below and
above region II is due to the transition from periodic to
period-doubling dynamics. Beds consisting of less than
8.5 particle layers are in contact with the container floor
at different intervals of the driving period than beds with
more than 12.0 particle layers. Thus the local bed thickness
via the corresponding oscillation dynamics affects the local
transport velocity [10,11], which in turn leads to a change
in local bed thickness.
To conceive this mechanism, we adopted a onedimensional continuum model for the granular flow. The
measured bed-height dependent transport velocity was
taken as input, while details of the granular dynamics
were neglected. We introduce a local bed height Hx; t,
where x denotesRthe position along the ring and t the time,
which satisfies Hx; tdx  H0 L. The continuity equation for this local bed thickness reads
@H
@t
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where vx; t is the local flow velocity. The analogue of the
Navier-Stokes equation can be written as
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For p, the equivalent of the pressure, we took p  c20 H
with constant c0 in order to model the tendency of the
particles to move against the local bed-height gradient. The
analogue of the force density is given by
fe  H

vt H  v
:


This ansatz implies that for uniform material distributions
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Depending on the parameters, the steady-state solution
of the model (1) and (3) is either homogeneous flow or a
traveling pulse of fixed shape [Fig. 3(a)]. Linearizing
Eqs. (1) and (3) around H  H0 , one finds that the homogeneous flow is stable against a perturbation with the wave
vector q  0 if
H0 jv0t H0 j < c0 :

(4)

Since it has been shown that the instability first occurs for
q  0 [12], if condition (4) is fulfilled, the flow is stable
against any perturbation.
Guided by experimental observation we chose  
0:1 s, corresponding to about three forcing cycles. Note
that  is small compared to the time it takes for the material
to travel through the pulse. In this limit, the pressure and
diffusion terms in Eq. (3) can be neglected everywhere
except at the fronts, and the pulses exhibit a plateau where
v  vt H [Fig. 3(a)]. We verified that in this limit the
results are insensitive to . The viscous term was kept just
large enough to stabilize the leading front and sufficiently
small not to influence significantly the results. A value  
50 cm2 =s has been chosen, resulting in a rather steep
leading front which corresponds to the experimental observation (see Fig. 1). The only vital parameter of the
model is thus c0 .
Increasing H0 enlarges the pulse [see Fig. 5(b)]. The
region of stability for the pulse solution obtained from the
model matches the experiments best when choosing c20 
600 cm2 =s2 . Then the model gives stable homogeneous
flow for H0 < 9:66 or H0 > 13:18, and a stable pulse for
8:75 < H0 < 15:32. In case the homogeneous flow is unstable, several pulses, generated by small perturbations,
coalesce to a single steady pulse on the time scale of a
minute, in agreement with experiment. According to the
model the pulse solution bifurcates subcritically at H0 
9:66 and H0  13:18, respectively. Hence there exist two
bistable regions. Given that only one parameter was adjusted, the match in pulse length between theory and
experiment in the whole range of H0 is remarkable. The
pulse velocity vp , displayed in Fig. 5(a), is almost constant
amounting to about 11 cm=s, except for the shortest
pulse, which is approximately 30% slower. The model
also gives an almost constant pulse velocity. Why it is a
factor of 2 off remains an open question. Strikingly, the
chosen value of c0  24 cm=s is of the same order of
magnitude as the container speed, which amounts to
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rial distribution retains the basic features of the pulses seen
in the experiments.
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FIG. 5. (a) Measured pulse velocity vp and (b) relative pulse
length l=L as functions of the number of particle layers H0 , and
comparison with the model (solid lines). Dotted lines demarcate
the region of stability for pulses.

32:6  1:1 cm=s and can be taken as the typical speed
transmitted to a particle upon collision with the container
floor. The prefactor of the last term in Eq. (3) can be
considered as the velocity diffusion constant. For beds
consisting of more than ten particle layers it is comparable
in magnitude to the tracer particle’s diffusion constant.
Another interesting aspect of the model is the fact that
the bed heights inside and outside the pulse always differ
by jH2  H1 j  7:2 independent of H0 . Only the length of
the pulse grows when material is added.
In conclusion, around the transition to period-doubling
dynamics drastic changes in the transport velocity produce
localized subharmonic wave packets in a circularly vibrated bed. Standing waves appear throughout a pulse of
increased bed thickness. The pulse arises from a subcritical
bifurcation and obtains a plateaulike shape. Its length
increases when material is added while its velocity remains
constant. As in our earlier experiments on the sublimation
of a vibrated monolayer [6], two regions with different
particle coverage coexist. However, in that case phase
separation was still observed for pure vertical forcing
when no material transport occurs.
Waves that appear if the local velocity in a onedimensional, compressible flow is a function of the local
density are called kinematic waves [13]. One example are
density waves observed in granular flows in a vertical pipe,
where the sedimentation rate is a nonlinear function of the
local particle density [14]. In the context of road traffic, the
fundamental diagram describes the connection between
flow rate and vehicle density [15]. Our ansatz, i.e.,
Eqs. (1) and (3) is inspired by a traffic flow model that
explains the spontaneous appearance of pulses—‘‘phantom jams’’—out of initially homogeneous flow [12].
Plugging in the measured transport velocity as a function
of bed thickness, our model for the dynamics of the mate-
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